EXHIBIT SUITES INFORMATION

Dear Exhibitor,

During the WCC 2006, all Exhibit Suites will be built “on demand” by the venue’s official builder ServiFira. These can be ordered by email from the ESC Secretariat, mail exhibition@escardio.org. The ESC will invoice the company for the suite rental and confirm the order to ServiFira.

Each company thereafter is responsible for organising directly with ServiFira the furnishing of the Exhibit Suite and individual needs such as AV equipment, I.T. services or supplies. Catering can be ordered from GastroFira.

LOCATION

All Exhibit Suites will be built within the Exhibition Zone, within two areas – H & L as shown below.
DESCRIPTION

Base module of either 35 m² (Exhibit Suites aisle H) or 37.5m²(Exhibit Suites aisle L).

- Structure, fittings as described here and rental of floor-space occupied by an exhibit suite is included in the package price
- Air conditioning is offered as an option at EUR 6 per m² occupied, so EUR 210 for aisle H, EUR 225 for aisle L (order from Mr Joan Catalan jcatalan@firabcn.es)
- Flooring: pile carpet Marvel quality. Colour to be chosen on commercial catalogue.
- Front: Walls made of modular structures of aluminium with colour melamine panels and frosted screens. Entrance porch made from chipboard panel finished with plastic paint. Double door with ironwork and security is incorporated.
- Sides: 8mm walls made of modular structures of aluminium, panel walls of wood melamine, where there is another suite adjacent a 30mm sound absorbing filler will sit between 2 x 8mm walls. Frosted glass windows.
- Roofs: False ceiling made of white cloth and a wooden main beam, with satin finished enamel colour, ready to house the room lighting.
- Electricity: Downlights of 2 x 26W operated from an ON/OFF switch. Emergency lighting as per current rules. 1kW connection & consumption included, additional connections, switchboard and power consumption is at exhibitors expense and should be ordered by 30 June.
- Corporative image: Access porch will be personalized with the corresponding logo, exhibitor should furnish the graphics file directly to Servifira (email Mr Joan Catalan jcatalan@firabcn.es).
- Internet access: a 256mb DSL connection is included. Greater bandwidth may be ordered from Servifra.
- Basic daily cleaning is included in the package
- 3 keys are supplied for each suite rented
- Multiple suites are rented at the same price per unit, that is multiples of €8400 + VAT at 16%

Area H Suites Layout
Note that any furniture layout may be ordered (separately) for any suite within each area.

**THEATRE CONFIGURATION:**
- 28 Chair: Model ASTI, black / chrome.
- 2 Auxiliary cupboard: black, 90x40x75 cm.
- 1 Lectern: black, 50x50x105 cm.

**MEETING ROOM CONFIGURATION:**
- 15 Chair: Model ASTI, black / chrome
- 5 Table: Model SOL, black / chrome, 180x60 cm
- 2 Auxiliary cupboard: black, 90x40x75 cm
- 1 Lectern: black, 50x50x105 cm

**BOARD ROOM CONFIGURATION:**
- 16 Chair: Model ASTI, black / chrome.
- 4 Table: Model SOL, black / chrome, 180x60 cm.
- 2 Table: Model SOL, black / chrome, 120x60 cm.
- 2 Auxiliary cupboard: black, 90x40x75 cm.

**HOSPITALITY ‘A’ ROOM CONFIGURATION:**
- 6 Chair: Model TAO, black / chrome.
- 6 Waiting room armchair: Model LC, colour vanilla.
- 3 Stool: Model TAO, black / chrome.
- 2 Office table: black / beech, 140x80 cm.
- 2 Low table: Model DIAGO, glass / chrome, 60x60 cm.
- 2 Auxiliary cupboard: black, 90x40x75 cm.
- 1 Reception counter/ bar: black, 120x45x110 cm.
- 1 Coat stand: Model ASCOLI, black.

**HOSPITALITY ‘B’ ROOM CONFIGURATION:**
- 8 Chair: Model TAO, black / chrome.
- 6 Waiting room armchair: Model LC, colour vanilla.
- 3 Stool: Model TAO, black / chrome.
- 2 Table: Model Extender, glass / chrome, 160x80 cm.
- 2 Low table: Model DIAGO, glass / chrome, 60x60 cm.
- 2 Auxiliary cupboard: black, 90x40x75 cm.
- 1 Reception counter/ bar: black, 120x45x110 cm.
- 1 Coat stand: Model ASCOLI, black.
DEADLINES

Structures orders before June 30, 2006 to ESC, Mr Ian Morgan: imorgan@escardio.org
Furniture package and additional items before July 15, 2006 to Servifira, Mr Joan Catalan jcatalan@firabcn.es

COSTS (excluding VAT at 16%)

- Base module of 35m² or 37.5m² m²: €8400 + VAT at 16%
- Theatre configuration: €425
- Meeting room configuration: €775
- Board room configuration: € 825
- Hospitality room configuration A: €1075
- Hospitality room configuration B: €1200
- individual air conditioning is €6/m² occupied, so EUR 210 for a module in aisle H, EUR 225 for aisle L

Once an order is emailed to ESC and confirmed back to an exhibitor, the order is binding and is subject to the same terms of sale as exhibit space rental. The Exhibit Space Application Form & Contract forms the basis of a written agreement and refers to terms of sale published in WCC 2006 Guidelines for Industry Participation.

Cancellation: in case of cancellation a 100% cancellation fee will be charged. Exhibitors should ensure they will definitely require the suite before confirming their order.

CONTACTS

- Order: exhibition@escardio.org or call +33 4 92 94 7617 for enquiries
- Building / Furniture / AV / Other supplies

ServFira
Mr. Joan Catalan
Salons Externs I Congressos
Fira Barcelona
Av. Reina Maria Cristina, s/n
08004 Barcelona
Spain
Tel: + 34 902 233 200
Fax: + 34 93 233 20 20
Email: jcatalan@firabcn.es

CATERING

GastroFira
Mrs. Emmanuelle Mazzarella / Mrs. Lali Gonzalez
Fira Barcelona
Ricinte Firal Montjuic 2 (GV)
C/Botànica, 62 - Poligon Pedrosa
08908 L'Hospitalet de Llobregat / Barcelona
Spain
Tel: +34-93-233 41 57 / +34-93-233 41 07
Fax: +34-93-233 48 72
Email: emazzarella@firabcn.es / egonzalez@firabcn.es

IMPORTANT

- Exhibit Suites are available from Friday 1 September, 2006, 08:00 to Tuesday September 5, 2006, 18:00
- Exhibit Suites are available from 09:00 to 19:00 each day to full delegate badge holders and 08:00 to 20:00 for Exhibitor Badge holders. Since the Exhibit Suites are in a secure area of the Congress centre, access is not possible to persons without a valid WCC 2006 badge.
- Rental of an Exhibit Suite is offered for the duration of the Congress where the exhibition zone is open
- When the exhibition zone is closed there is no access to exhibit suites. Suites will not be available on Wednesday 6 September